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Abstract 
Situation for causing the high of times and the low of accuracy of text categorization because of many food features, raised 
construction of China's grain output prediction model using feature selection rough set –based.Proved: construction of China's 
grain output prediction model using feature selection rough set -based, the method compared to the previous method can achieve 
the purpose of dimensionality reduction, and its predictive value is particularly realistic. 
© 2009 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
After the 20 years of development, rough sets get a series of research results. In China, Xi'an Jiaotong University 
Professor Zhang Wenxiu of rough set theory [1] and the concept lattice theory [2] has a depth . Professor of Chongqing 
Post and Telecommunications Wang Guoyin [3] Nanchang University, Professor Liu Qing [4] has published 
monograph to introduce the rough sets, making the study of rough set become hot spot that scholars generally focus 
on. Rough set is a suitable carried out in the CRM knowledge discovery method, which has the following 
advantages: 1, rough sets do not need prior knowledge of the data, under the condition of retaining critical 
information simplify the data and obtain the minimum expression of the knowledge; 2, identify and assess the 
dependence between the data and reveal the model of simple concept; 3, from the empirical data obtain rule 
knowledge which is easily confirmed; 4, the rough set method at the aspect of the decision rules and reasoning than 
the fuzzy set method or neural network method is easier to  be proved and tested. 
China is a big consumer of grain, grain production forecast for China is a major strategic issue, is the focus of 
successive governments, that food production forecast is an important premise for agricultural stability. Many 
scholars have different theories and methods based on the establishment of the different forecasting models. 
Common are the single exponential smoothing model, multiple linear regression model and gray prediction model [5] 
[6], and have achieved encouraging results. However, these methods have some limitations, which to some extent, 
affected the normal work of food. 
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In this paper, situation for causing the high of times and the low of accuracy of text categorization because of 
many food features, raised construction of China's grain output prediction model using feature selection based on 
rough set. It is proved its predictive value is particularly realistic output. 
2. The basic concept of rough set 
Definition 1. a decision-making attribute D dependence on the condition attribute C is defined as 
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Definition 4. In decision-making system ),,,( fVDCUS 8 ˈcondition attribute set C, reduction is a non-e
mpty subset of C-P. It satisfies: 
ķ Pa ˈa can not be omitted  
ĸ )()( DPOSDPOS CP  
And it is called P is a reduction of C, The reduction set of all  in C recorded RED(C). 
3. Rough sets in grain output prediction 
3.1 The selection of data and discrete data 
Some condition attributes and decision-making is a continuous range of the property value, and the use of rough 
set theory in dealing with decision-making table, the values in the decision table required discrete, so the decision-
making system, discretization of continuous attributes, it is the first step of attribute reduction in a decision table. 
The experimental data in this article is from 1998 to 2004 of food production, there are many factors which affect 
food production, through the analysis, the final selection of the total power of farm machinery, chemical fertilizer, 
the primary industry of employment, Sown area of grain as factor. Raw data in Table 1. According to rough set 
theory and the requirements of the growth rate of each attribute value (see Table 2) using NS discrete method for 
data discretization (discrete standard Table 3), to obtain the initial decision table (see Table 4). 
Table1 1998-2002 grain yield and its influencing factors in the original data table 
 Agricultural 
machinery power
Chemical 
fertilizer
Employed in 
primary industry 
Grain sown area 
(million 
Food
production 
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˄MW˅ (tonnes) (million) hectares) (tons) 
1998 45208 4084 35177 11379 51230 
1999 48996 4124 35768 11316 50839 
2000 52574 4146 36043 10846 46218 
2001 55172 4254 36513 10608 45264 
2002 57930 4339 36870 10389 45707 
Table 2 
a˄%˅ b˄%˅ c˄%˅ d˄%˅ D˄%˅
1999-1998 8.4 0.98 1.68 -0.55 -7.5 
2000-1999 7.3 0.53 0.77 -4.15 -9.0 
2001-2000 4.9 2.5 1.30 -2.19 -2.1 
2002-2001 5.0 2.0 0.98 -2.06 1.2 
Table3 Standard discretization 
 a b c d D 
0 [4.2,6.0 [0.53,2.5 [-3.49,-0.88 [-4.31,-0.55 [-9.0,-2.1 
1 [6.0,8.4] [2.5,5.0] [0.77,1.68] [-0.55,2.21] [-2.1,3 
2     [3,9.0] 
Table 4 The initial decision table 
 No. a˄%˅ b˄%˅ c˄%˅ d˄%˅ D˄%˅
1999-1998 1 1 0 1 1 0 
2000-1999 2 1 0 1 0 0 
2001-2000 3 0 1 1 0 0 
2002-2001 4 0 0 1 0 1 
3.2 Calculate posC(D)˖
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If the category entirely, it should be the sample set U. According to rough set dependency degree function 
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Dependence indicates under the condition attributes C that can be included in decision-making in the exact U / D 
accounted for ratio of the total object on the domain object, called the decision attribute D is the degree by the condit
ion attribute Ck be mediatedon (0  k  1). When K = 1, indicating the decision attribute D depends entirely on the c
ondition attributes C; When K <1, indicating the part of the decision attribute D depends on the condition attributes 
C; when K = 0, indicating the decision attribute D completely doesn’t on the condition attributes C. Use this formula
 to our feature selection, you can know the dependence of decision attribute D on condition attribute C is according t
o the classification U/C in U can be accurately classified to equivalence class of the decision attribute D, the ratio of 
the number of the text to the number of sample set, ideally should be 1. 
Calculate the positive region and the dependence˖U/{a}={{1, 2}ˈ{3ˈ4}}ˈ U/{d}={{1,2ˈ4 }ˈ{3}}ˈ
U/{c}={{1,2,3}ˈ{5}}ˈU/{d}={{1}ˈ{2ˈ3ˈ4}ˈ{}}ˈU/{D} ={{1, 2ˈ3}ˈ{4 }} 
U/C={{1},{2}ˈ{3}ˈ{4}},U/C-a={{1},{2,4}ˈ{3} }, U/C-b={{1},{2},{3ˈ4}}ˈ  U/C-c={{1},{2},{3}ˈ
{4}}ˈU/C-d={{1,2},ˈ{3}ˈ{4}} 
POS˄C˅˄D˅={{1},{2}ˈ{3}ˈ{4}}ˈPOS˄C-a˅˄D˅={{1},{3}} 
POS˄C-b˅˄D˅={{1},{2}},POS˄C-c˅˄D˅={{1},{2}ˈ{3} },POS˄C-d˅˄D˅={{1},{2}ˈ{3}ˈ
{4}} 
3.3 for each attribute ti in two-dimensional decision table, it can calculate the importance of decision attributes D IM
ti (D) and feature selection: 
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)()()( }{ DDDIM ii tCCt  JJ
)(DCJ denote the dependence of the decision attribute D on condition attribute C ˈ )(}{ DitCJ refers to after 
ti is removed the properties of condition attributes C, the dependence of the decision attribute D on condition 
attribute C, indicate the greater the value, the greater attribute ti to the importance of the classification. If 
)(DIM
it = 0, then ti does not work on the classification and the property should be deleted. attribute 
reduction can be achieved through the following two steps:  
(1) in accordance with this sort of binary groups, delete the property, because its classification does not work. 
 (2) set a į value, remove all attributes of 
G
nt
IM
. Its main purpose is to remove some less important 
attributes for classification, thereby reducing the time of producing rules in sample training stage, but the 
accuracy of producing rules will be affected. Therefore, the value of į should be the minimum as far as possible 
to ensure the accuracy of the rules. 
rC-a(D)=2/3, so that rC(D)-rC-a(D)=1/3ˈrC(D)-rC-b(D)=1/3ˈrC(D)-rC-c(D)=1/3ˈrC(D)-rC-d(D)= 0. 
Clearly, the data can be drawn from the above, China's grain output mainly by the total power of agricultural 
machinery, agricultural chemical fertilizer and the impact of the first large industrial employment, and there is little 
effect on grain acreage. 
4.  Conclusions 
Prediction process can be seen from the above, China's grain output prediction model based on the rough set, the 
grain output forecast is feasible, the results also show that this, calculation is simple and the forecast is better.  
Based on the above analysis, to increase food production, we need strengthen areas: 1ǃDispersion of individual 
local farmers , the low level of organization, food production is not high, but must ensure that chemical fertilizer is 
not limited. 2ǃpromote the use of mechanization, to scale, intensive, and thus to ensure food production. 3ǃ
however, to improve the level of agricultural mechanization level will limited by economic development and 
China's current income level of farmers. So,to increase food production should also consider increasing the number 
of primary industry employment. Through technical training, mechanic training and so on to expand the scope of 
operations and a series of mechanisms to mobilize their enthusiasm for growing grain, and promote the production 
of major grain producing areas. 

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